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ABSTRACT

Currently, both regulated and deregulated power trading exist in China’s power system, which has caused
imbalanced funds in the electricity market. In this paper, a simulation analysis of the electricity market with wind
energy resources is conducted, and the calculation methods of unbalanced funds are investigated systematically.
In detail, the calculation formulas of unbalanced funds are illustrated based on their definition, and a two-track
electricity market clearing model is established. Firstly, the concept of the dual-track system is explained, and the
specific calculation formulas of various types of unbalanced funds are provided. Next, considering the renewable
energy consumption, the market clearing model based on DC power flow is constructed and solved; by combining
fitting methods of mid- and long-term curves, the unbalanced funds are calculated based on clearing results and
formulas.
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1 Introduction

The excessive use of fossil fuels has increased greenhouse gas emissions, leading to global climate
change and posing numerous risks to the sustainable development of human society and other forms
of life on Earth [1,2]. The threats posed by the global energy crisis and climate change necessitate
innovation in the energy sector and an urgent need for a transformation in energy infrastructure.
Renewable energy has advantages such as being low in environmental pollution, cost-effective [3],
and abundant in resources, relevant technologies for renewable energy to participate in the power grid
have been explored, such as forecasting models [4], solutions for the stable operation of renewable
energy microgrid [5], effects of storage technologies on renewable energy system [6]. The utilization of
renewable energy can improve the environment, diversify fuel sources, and stimulate regional economic
development. To promote the sustainable development of cities and societies, address global climate
change issues, and enhance industrial production efficiency, it is necessary to vigorously develop
renewable energy sources.
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China is vigorously developing renewable sources as well, and new technologies for renewable
energy are being promoted to obtain greater economic benefits [7], such as integrating renewable
resources effectively through a well-established electricity market [8–10], and strengthening govern-
ment regulation on renewable power generation and transmission [11]. Currently, China’s current
energy supply system operates in parallel with both “regulated and deregulated” power trading, and
renewable energy sources are given priority for electricity generation and do not participate in the
electricity market, which will lead to the expansion of the scale of unbalanced funds in the settlement.
Against the backdrop of a new round of power system reforms in China, provinces such as Shandong
and Fujian, serving as pilot projects for the construction of electricity spot markets, initiated market
trial settlement operations in 2019. Under the system where regulated and deregulated power trading
coexist, electricity generation can be divided into marketized electricity and planned electricity. Taking
Shandong Province’s spot market as an example: Electricity from outside the province and new energy
sources within the province were not regarded as marketized electricity and did not participate in
the market, and the marketized electricity traded in the Shandong electricity spot market was only
provided by thermal power units in the province. The prioritized generation capacity (including
specific power sources such as new energy, nuclear power, and electricity from outside the province)
must adhere to the dual standards of marketized prices and quantity-price guarantees, prioritized for
consumption, and settled by the grid company acting as an aggregator separately with users and power
generation enterprises.

The generation of unbalanced funds is related to the market mechanism, whose production is
affected by many factors, such as balance costs brought about by the fluctuation of new energy [12,13],
and the mismatch between prioritized electricity generation and prioritized electricity consumption.
During the mechanism design of the electricity market, individual rationality [14] and budget balance
[15–17] need to be considered carefully; if a mechanism does not meet the above two principles, addi-
tional compensation or allocation is typically required, which can also be categorized as unbalanced
funds.

The increase in renewable energy generation will further expand the scale of unbalanced funds in
China’s electricity market, significantly impact the normal functioning of the market and the profits
of various market participants. Therefore, it is necessary to derive a universal calculation formula and
accurately assess the types and corresponding scales of unbalanced funds. To improve the accuracy of
the estimation, data fitting is progressively carried out, starting from the loads of various cities.

The reform of the electric power system in China is being further deepened [18,19], and market-
oriented reform is the key point. A more competitive unified electricity market is being established
[20], and electricity subsidy reform is carried out as an effective method for mitigating the rebound
effect [21,22]. Reform of electricity prices is underway, and real-time electricity pricing will have great
significance with the rapid development of the smart grid [23], as it also contributes to solving the
problem that catalog electricity prices in China are highly subsidized [24]. However, the structural
transformation of China’s power supply is not covered in the above studies, and the unbalanced funds
derived from the structural transformation are the focus of this paper.

1.1 Structure of Power Trading
The mode of China’s power mechanism is transforming from traditional “planned management”

to new “market regulation” [25]. During the process of transformation, the coexistence of regulated
and deregulated power trading will exist for a long time, and the structure of power supply in China is
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shown in Fig. 1. Medium and long-term market and spot market are included in the electrical energy
market, and the spot market can be further divided into day-ahead and real-time electricity markets.
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Figure 1: Structure of coexistence of regulated and deregulated power trading

Under the mode where regulated and deregulated power trading coexist, an effective connection
between planned and marketized electricity is important [26]. There are two operating methods:
“decoupling” and “non-decoupling” of planned and marketized electricity, the former is not suitable
for large-scale markets, while unbalanced funds need to be handled properly in the latter method
[27]. In the decoupling mode, the base power generation used for settlement on the generation side
needs to be adjusted, so that power consumption of non-market-oriented users is equal to base power
generation. In the non-decoupling mode, the value of base power generation is settled strictly according
to that stipulated by the government, and the market-oriented power generation is not equal to the
market-oriented power consumption. The planned electricity is settled at a price approved by the
government, to ensure supply of electricity for non-market-oriented users. Marketized electricity is
settled by using time-of-use electricity prices, to promote competition among market-oriented users
and to realize the efficient and optimal allocation of electric resources [28].

In May 2020, Shandong Province conducted a four-day trial operation of continuous settlement
in the electricity spot market. During the trial settlement period, a total of 95.0819 million yuan of
unbalanced funds was generated. The spot market rules of Shandong Province stipulate that electricity
from outside the province and new energy sources within the province are not regarded as marketized
electricity and do not participate in the market, and the marketized electricity traded in the Shandong
electricity spot market is only provided by thermal power units in the province. The prioritized
generation capacity (including specific power sources such as new energy, nuclear power, and electricity
from outside the province) must adhere to the dual standards of marketized prices and quantity-price
guarantees, and the grid company serves as an aggregator to handle separate settlements with users
and power generation enterprises. Against the backdrop of fully liberalizing market participation for
commercial users, the dual-track settlement conflicts arising from the imbalance between generation
and consumption of marketized electricity continue to be highlighted.
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In May 2019, Guangdong’s electricity spot market experienced a phenomenon of negative
congestion-unbalanced funds during the daily trial settlement. After allocating the negative
congestion-unbalanced funds, many users who were originally supposed to be profitable based on
market prices incurred losses; and upon analyzing the reasons for the losses among these users, it was
found that under the dual-track system, planned electricity occupied transmission channels without
paying the corresponding blocking fees, resulting in negative congestion surplus/loss. In the extreme
scenario where market-oriented units were all located at high-price nodes, the electricity consumption
of market-based users was settled at a unified price on the user side (calculated through full-load
weighting), and the electricity fees paid by users could not cover the generating costs of market-
oriented units.

1.2 Unbalanced Funds
In the construction of the electricity market, the problem of “unbalanced funds” is gradually

attracting attention. The costs or surpluses generated in the operation of the electricity market are
defined as unbalanced funds. There is not a clear market subject to bear the funds, so they need to be
shared or returned to market subjects.

The notable characteristic of unbalanced funds is the inability to identify responsible parties.
From a commodity perspective, the spot market can be divided into the electricity market, ancillary
services market, demand response market, etc. Ancillary service compensation, demand response
compensation, electricity evaluation costs, service evaluation costs, and similar costs also fall within
the category of unbalanced funds as they lack clear responsible parties for allocation.

This article only discusses the unbalanced funds in the electricity market: from the perspective of
market operators, there is a discrepancy between the total electricity fees payable by users and the total
electricity fees receivable by generators in the electricity market. There is no clear entity responsible
for allocating this deviation, which constitutes the unbalanced funds discussed in this article.

There are two main reasons behind the occurrence of unbalanced funds in China:

There is a mismatch between prioritized electricity generation (such as generation of renewable
energy sources)/inter-provincial electricity and prioritized purchasing electricity, an imbalance in scale
between marketized electricity generation and consumption is arising due to the mismatch.

As the pricing mechanism or settlement mechanism does not match the actual situation, the scale
of unbalanced funds is further expanded.

During the trial operation of China’s electricity spot market, issues with unbalanced funds have
arisen. The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) made it clear that pools of
unbalanced funds should not be established, and each settlement item must be independently recorded,
with clear and specific categorization. The approach adopted by different provinces to address
unbalanced funds is to allocate them among various market participants. For example, in Shanxi
Province, it was stipulated that congestion-unbalanced funds are to be shared on a 1:1 basis between
power generation enterprises and wholesale market users or electricity purchasing agent users. Among
power generation enterprises, the sharing was based on the proportion of monthly on-grid electricity
(excluding inter-provincial spot energy); and wholesale market users and electricity purchasing agent
users shared the burden based on the proportion of monthly settled electricity volume.

The suggestions for handling unbalanced funds by optimizing the calculation of electricity prices
to reduce the income gap among relevant market participants and specifying the distribution method
for congestion surplus to ensure market fairness are proposed in [29]. The settlement method, as
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proposed in [28], involves treating the base electricity generation of each market-oriented unit as shares;
during the settlement process, the actual settlement of prioritized generation electricity is adjusted
based on the curve of electricity consumption of prioritized purchasing users to avoid the generation
of unbalanced funds. The settlement method mentioned above may result in market-oriented units
bearing additional costs due to inaccurate load forecasting and deviations in prioritized generation,
thus damaging their interests. The approach suggested in [30] advocates resolving unbalanced funds
through subsidies, and it proposes dividing the settlement price for the prioritized electricity into two
parts: spot market price and subsidy price. The subsidies are then allocated to eliminate unbalanced
funds; however, the standards for subsidy prices and how the settlement mechanism should be
designed have not been specified. In [31], it is mentioned that charges for unbalanced fees, such as
compensation for ancillary services, should be collected from designated market participants; and
refundable unbalanced funds, such as congestion surplus and assessment fees, should be refunded to
designated market participants; however, the specific entities responsible for various unbalanced funds
had not been specified.

Unbalanced funds can be divided into congestion surplus, deviation of electricity generation and
consumption, and unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power
trading, etc. Interests of all subjects are related to the apportionment of unbalanced funds, and the
treatment of unbalanced funds is the key point in the design of the market mechanism.

The unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power trading
are the main parts of unbalanced funds, which need to be described with emphasis. Prioritized
electricity does not participate in the market, during the settlement, the prioritized electricity on the
generation side is settled according to benchmarking price, while the prioritized electricity on the user
side is settled based on the original catalog price. Marketized electricity is settled according to the
market price. There is a mismatch between the total amount of marketized electricity generation and
consumption, and the values of electric energy in different periods are different, which has an impact
on the time-sharing matching of prioritized electricity generation and consumption. Unbalanced funds
caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power trading are defined as surplus or loss
due to the above reasons.

In May 2020, Shandong Province conducted a 4-day trial operation of continuous settlement in
the electricity spot market, resulting in a total of 95.0819 million yuan of unbalanced funds during
the trial settlement period. The unbalanced funds can be divided into two parts: First, 61.5853 million
yuan resulted from the imbalance caused by market-oriented users’ electricity consumption exceeding
the on-grid electricity from in-province market-oriented units; second, 33.4966 million yuan resulted
from the imbalance caused by the mismatch in the timing of marketized electricity generation and
consumption. The substantial unbalanced funds generated during the trial operation of the Shandong
spot market can be attributed to two main factors: Firstly, the mismatch in the total quantity of
marketized electricity generation and consumption, primarily due to the prioritized generation of new
energy sources such as wind and solar; secondly, the unbalanced funds arising from the mismatch in
the generating curves of in-province market-oriented units and consuming curves of market-oriented
users.

In Shandong Province’s electricity spot market, settlement was conducted using the weighted
average price on the generation side. When marketized electricity consumption exceeded the on-
grid electricity from in-province market-oriented units (i.e., when marketized electricity consumption
surpassed in-province marketized electricity generation), the grid company, to meet the demands of
market-based users, was compelled to purchase electricity at a higher price from the generation side
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and sell it to market-oriented users at a lower price. The majority of users settled transactions based
on the mid-and-long term market price (382 yuan per megawatt-hour), while units settled based on
the benchmarking electricity price for non-market-oriented units (395 yuan per megawatt-hour).

When the electricity generation from clean energy significantly increased, prioritized electricity
generation exceeded prioritized electricity consumption. Market-oriented thermal units needed to
reduce their outputs; and the deviated electricity, resulting from this reduction, was settled at the
spot market price, which was an average of 198 yuan per megawatt-hour for the day-ahead market
and 182 yuan per megawatt-hour for the real-time market. However, the deviated electricity caused
by the increased generation from clean energy was settled at the approved electricity price, which was
395 yuan per megawatt-hour. The deviated electricity had exacerbated the scale of unbalanced funds.

In this paper, classification, and calculation methods of unbalanced funds are firstly summarized,
where the characteristics of wind power in electricity market clearing are considered. Next, the current
situation of China’s electricity supply system is addressed in detail, and the research on unbalanced
funds in a dual-track market with wind energy resources is carried out. Finally, the impacts of
wind power on the two-track electricity market are explained, and the simulation results can provide
references for the calculation and classification of unbalanced funds in the system where regulated and
deregulated power trading coexist.

1.3 Bibliographical Review and Contributions of the Paper
Unbalanced funds are classified in detail from multiple dimensions such as market participants,

mechanism design, and product markets in reference [29], and the typical formation mechanisms
of unbalanced funds are explained through the data of calculating examples and volume and price
curves under different scenarios; however, it mainly focuses on theoretical introduction and lacks
the construction of specific calculation models and derivation of formulas for unbalanced funds. and
how to accurately calculate unbalanced funds under simulation conditions has not been yet discussed.
By changing factors such as prioritized electricity generation, prioritized purchasing electricity, and
electricity of market-oriented users, the unbalanced funds of the dual-track system under different
scenarios are calculated in [30], and it is pointed out that the generation of unbalanced funds is
related to the mismatch between the prioritized electricity generation and the prioritized electricity
consumption at each settlement period; however, the types of unbalanced funds are not divided
in this article, and the simulation of actual power systems including topological structures and
the calculating methods of unbalanced funds are not mentioned. The congestion-unbalanced funds
under the conditions of independent market, unified market, and unified market with congestion are
calculated through a simple power system in reference [31], but the basis for classifying unbalanced
funds is not pointed out, which causes a certain deviation in understanding. The core of handling the
allocation of unbalanced funds in the power spot market is to determine which costs should be included
in the unbalanced costs, the view is pointed out in reference [32]; however, the basis for the allocation
of unbalanced charges is not pointed out in this article, and the impact of the allocation method on
each subject has not been verified by simulation. The current calculation formulas and processing
methods of congestion-unbalanced funds and deviations from the dual-track market are sorted out in
reference [33], and a cost risk management mechanism for electricity price swap transactions is also
proposed, and a mechanism to manage the risk of unbalanced funds through electricity price swaps
is also proposed; however, the mechanism of the generation of unbalanced funds in actual market
operations has not been discussed. There is a strong correlation between the settlement mechanism
of deviation electricity and the unbalanced funds in the settlement process, and an allocating model
of unbalanced funds based on ABM (agent-based modeling) is established in reference [34], and the
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bidding decision-making process of each market entity is effectively simulated in the article; however,
the principle involved in the mechanism of allocating unbalanced funds is not explained. Taking the
unilateral market model as the background, a model for the settlement of dual-track unbalanced funds
and congestion-unbalanced funds under the mechanism involving settlement of based electricity is
proposed in reference [35], but the mechanism has certain limitations, requiring the scale of liberalized
generated electricity to be larger than the scale of liberalized consumed electricity on the user side.

Existing research does not start from the results of market clearing to calculate unbalanced funds,
and the boundary conditions of the simulation are not obtained from the actual operating market;
for example, the authors set the electricity generation by themselves according to the demand for
comparison [30,31], and only the data of electricity prices in the market are intercepted to prove the
point made but not used for simulation analysis [33,34], etc. This article is based on the improved IEEE
39 nodal system and the real data of the electricity market in a province in China, including the number
of cities, the installed capacity of the generation side, the typical curves of electricity consumption on
the user side, and the number of various types of users, etc. The operating data of a real regional market
is fitted to the boundary conditions required to carry out simulation calculations. The clearing process
of the electricity market in which new energy sources participate in electricity generation is completely
simulated through the DC power flow model, and the winning amount of electricity of each unit and
the nodal prices obtained from the clearing are substituted into the detailed calculation of unbalanced
funds.

As for the calculating methods of unbalanced funds: Calculation is carried out based on the
overall electricity generated on the generation side and all electricity consumed on the user side
[30]; the electricity generation plans and bidding prices of generators required for the calculation are
based on empirical values [31]; the calculation is based on electricity of all transactions and risks of
the transactions in the market [33]; the actual prices in the spot market are adopted and the total
values of electricity generation and electricity consumption are generally set [35]. Existing methods
for calculating unbalanced funds are based on the macro electricity quantity of both generation and
consumption sides. The definitions of the various components of existing unbalanced funds calculating
formulas are unclear, making it impossible to calculate unbalanced funds based on specific market
clearing data from simulations. The innovation of this paper lies in conducting comprehensive market
clearing simulations and proposing specific formulas for calculating various types of unbalanced funds
for each settlement moment. By substituting the clearing results into the calculating formulas, the scale
of various types of unbalanced funds can be calculated simply and accurately.

To sum up, the existing research is based on the calculation of the macroscopic electricity of both
parties but does not involve the data of volume and prices for specific users and specific nodes at each
settlement moment, and no scholar has yet conducted a clearing simulation of the electricity market
and calculated unbalanced funds based on the simulation results. This article starts from how various
users and power generators participate in electricity market settlement, and based on the definitions
and causes of various types of unbalanced funds, successfully derives the calculating formulas for
various types of unbalanced funds. The formulas are very detailed and involve factors such as the
mid-and-long contractual electricity of various users, the electricity declared in the spot market, and
nodal prices in each settlement period; according to the data of market clearing and the proposed
fitting method, each part of the formulas can be corresponded, providing a method and reference for
the accurate calculation of unbalanced funds in the market.
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2 Calculation Formula of Unbalanced Funds

There is a difference between the electricity expense payable by the user side and the electricity
expense receivable by the generator side, which is the essence of unbalanced funds. Receivable/payable
expense is related to the price and quantity of electricity, so unbalanced funds can be divided into
five categories according to the difference between electricity and price in the actual market, which is
shown in Fig. 2.

Unbalanced funds

Due to difference 
in spot prices

Due to difference in 
settlement electricity

Congestion unbalanced funds

Unbalanced funds between 
generation and consumption

Unbalanced funds for electricity 
purchasing agent users

Unbalanced funds caused by 
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deregulated power trading

Unbalanced funds for low-voltage 
users

Causes

Figure 2: Classification of unbalanced funds

2.1 Congestion-Unbalanced Funds
In the electricity spot market, the expense of electric energy is settled according to the nodal price

on the generation side, while the expense of electric energy is settled according to the unified nodal
price on the user side, which will result in a deviation between expense payable and expense receivable
in the market.

When the unified nodal prices are adopted by the user side for the settlement of electric energy,
the congestion expense of the spot deviation electric quantity in the integrated full electricity will be
covered in the electricity prices. Under the premise, only the congestion expense for the respective
contractual electricity needs to be calculated in the day-ahead and real-time markets. Electricity
purchasing agent users and low-voltage users do not participate in the spot market, so their contractual
electricity needs to be deducted from the contractual electricity of the market-oriented units.

In the day-ahead market, Rz,x is the congestion expense generated during the settlement of the
contractual electricity of the market-oriented units:

Rz,x =
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QG,C,i,t − QD,C,i,t − QU ,C,i,t

) × (
LMPi,t − LMPt

)
(1)

where QG,C,i,t is the contractual electricity of market-oriented unit i at time t; QD,C,i,t is the contractual
electricity signed by electricity purchasing agent users and market-oriented unit i at time t; QU ,C,i,t

is the contractual electricity signed by low voltage users and market-oriented unit i at time t; LMPi,t

is the day-ahead nodal price of the node where unit i is located at time t; LMPt is the nodal price of
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the day-ahead unified node on user side at time t; T is the number of moments; M is the number of
thermal units.

For the real-time market, the day-ahead clearing electricity of market-oriented unit i has been
fixed, which can be treated as the contractual electricity, and so Rz,s is the congestion expense of the
market-oriented units in the real-time market:

Rz,s =
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QM,i,t − QD,C,i,t − QU ,C,i,t

) × (
LMPi,t,s − LMPt,s

)
(2)

where QM,i,t is the day-ahead clearing electricity of the market-oriented unit i at time t; LMPi,t,s is the
real-time nodal price of the node where unit i is located at time t; LMPt,s is the nodal price of the
real-time unified node on the user side at time t.

Rz represents the congestion-unbalanced funds, and it consists of two parts.

Rz =
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QG,C,i,t − QD,C,i,t − QU ,C,i,t

) × (
LMPi,t − LMPt

)

+
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QM,i,t − QD,C,i,t − QU ,C,i,t

) × (
LMPi,t,s − LMPt,s

) (3)

2.2 Unbalanced Funds between Generation and Consumption
In the electricity spot market, the clearing electricity in the day-ahead market is treated as the

settlement electricity on the generation side, and the declared electricity of users in the day-ahead
market is treated as the settlement electricity on the user side, so there is an imbalance in electricity
settlement between generation and consumption, which results in deviated electricity expense.

ZS,G is the receivable electricity expense of the market-oriented units:

ZS,G =
T∑

t=1

(
QG,C,t × PL,C,t

) +
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QM,i,t − QG,C,i,t

) × LMPi,t

+
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

(
QM,i,t,s − QM,i,t

) × LMPi,t,s

(4)

where QM,i,t,s is the real-time clearing electricity of market-oriented unit i at time t; PL,C,t is the
contractual price at time t.

ZS,I is the electricity expense payable by industrial users:

ZS,I =
T∑

t=1

(
QI ,C,t × PL,C,t

) +
T∑

t=1

(
QI ,A,t − QI ,C,t

) × LMPt

+
T∑

t=1

(
QR,I ,t − QI ,A,t

) × LMPt,s

(5)

where QI ,C,t is the contractual electricity of industrial users at time t; QI ,A,t is the declared electricity of
industrial users in day-ahead market at time t; QR,I ,t is the actual electricity consumption of industrial
users at time t.
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ZS,D is the electricity expense payable by electricity purchasing agent users:

ZS,D =
T∑

t=1

[(
QD,C,t × PL,C,t

) + (
QR,D,t − QD,C,t

) × LMPt,s

]
(6)

where QD,C,t is the contractual electricity of electricity purchasing agent users; QR,D,t is the actual
electricity consumption of electricity purchasing agent users at time t.

ZS,U is the electricity expense payable by low-voltage users:

ZS,U =
T∑

t=1

[(
QU ,C,t × PL,C,t

) + (
QR,U ,t − QU ,C,t

) × LMPt,s

]
(7)

where QU ,C,t is the contractual electricity of low-voltage users at time t; QR,U ,t is the actual electricity
consumption of low-voltage users at time t.

At time t, the mid-and-long term contractual electricity of market-oriented users is equal to the
sum of contractual electricity of the three types of market-oriented users, as follows:

QG,C,t = QI ,C,t + QD,C,t + QU ,C,t (8)

At time t, it is considered that the real-time electricity generation of market-oriented units is equal
to the actual electricity consumption of market-oriented users, as follows:

M∑
i=1

QM,i,t,s = QR,I ,t + QR,D,t + QR,U ,t (9)

In the case without congestion, the nodal prices of the nodes where units are located are equal to
the unified nodal price, as follows:{

LMPt = LMPi,t

LMPt,s = LMPi,t,s

(10)

In the medium and long-term market, the settlement electricity expense on the generation side
and that on the user side are equal; in the day-ahead market and the real-time market, the settlement
electricity expense on the user side minus the settlement electricity expense on the generation side, Rf

can be obtained as follows:

Rf =
T∑

t=1

[(
QI ,A,t −

(
QM,t − QU ,C,t − QD,C,t

)) × (
LMPt − LMPt,s

)]
(11)

where Rf represents the unbalanced funds between generation and consumption at time t.

2.3 Unbalanced Funds Caused by the Coexistence of Regulated and Deregulated Power Trading
In the mode where regulated and deregulated power trading coexists, in each spot period, the

electricity generation of non-market-oriented units does not match perfectly with the electricity
consumption of non-market-oriented users. Planned generation needs to be sold to market-oriented
users through the grid company at a marketized price, or marketized electricity generation needs to be
sold to non-market-oriented users through the grid company at a government-authorized price, which
results in unbalanced funds.
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At a specific moment in an electricity market, the electricity generation of all units on the
generation side should be equal to the electricity consumption of all users on the user side. The
electricity on the generation side can be divided into marketized electricity and non-marketized
electricity. Non-marketized electricity generation includes prioritized electricity from outside the
province, electricity generated by new energy sources, base electricity of thermal power units, etc.,
and marketized electricity generation is mainly the electricity generated by market-oriented units;
users can be divided into market-oriented users and non-market-oriented users, and their electricity
consumption corresponds to marketized electricity consumption and non-marketized electricity
consumption, respectively.

a) When non-marketized electricity consumption is greater than non-marketized electricity gen-
eration, the electric structure is shown in Fig. 3.

Non -marketized 
electricity 
generation

Marketized 
electricity 

generation 1
Marketized electricity 

generation 2

Non -marketized electricity 
consumption 1

Non -marketized 
electricity 

consumption 2

Marketized electricity 
consumption

Figure 3: Electric structure when non-marketized electricity consumption is greater than non-
marketized electricity generation

In Fig. 3, the upper layer represents the structure of electricity on the power generation side, and
the lower layer represents the structure of electricity on the user side; the gray lines represent non-
marketized electricity, and the yellow lines represent the marketized electricity.

In Fig. 3, the marketized electricity generation exceeds marketized electricity consumption, to
illustrate this structure and facilitate understanding, a portion of marketized electricity generation
equal in value to marketized electricity consumption is designated as ‘Marketized electricity generation
1’, while the excess portion is designated as ‘Marketized electricity generation 2’.

ZG is the settlement electricity expense on the generation side:

ZG =
T∑

t=1

[
QN,M,t × PB + (

QM,t,1 + QM,t,2

) × LMPt,s

]
(12)

where QN,M,t is the sum of electricity generation of non-market-oriented units at time t; PB is the
benchmarking price of thermal units; QM,t,1 is one part of marketized electricity generation at time
t, while QM,t,2 is the other part.

ZU is the settlement electricity expense on the user side:

ZU =
T∑

t=1

[(
QN,U ,t,1 + QN,U ,t,2

) × PB + QU ,t × LMPt,s

]
(13)

where QN,U ,t,1 is one part of non-marketized electricity consumption at time t, while QN,U ,t,2 is the other
part; QU ,t is the electricity consumption of market-oriented users.
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In time t, electricity generation on the generation side is equal to the electricity consumption on
the user side:

QN,M,t + QM,t,1 + QM,t,2 = QN,U ,t,1 + QN,U ,t,2 + QU ,t (14)

For ease of understanding, there are the following decomposition relationships:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

QM,t = QM,t,1 + QM,t,2

QN,U ,t = QN,U ,t,1 + QN,U ,t,2

QM,t,1 = QN,U ,t,2

(15)

where QN,U ,t is electricity consumption of non-market-oriented users at time t; QM,t is electricity
generation of market-oriented units at time t.

Eq. (15) represents the electricity structure when non-marketized electricity generation is less than
non-marketized electricity consumption. Eq. (15) explains Fig. 3.

Assuming the difference between non-marketized electricity consumption and non-marketized
electricity generation is GAP1, and assuming GAP2 is the difference between marketized electricity
generation and marketized electricity consumption, GAP1 is equal to GAP2.

b) When non-marketized electricity generation is greater than non-marketized electricity con-
sumption, the electric structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Non-marketized 
electricity consumption 

Marketized 
electricity 

consumption 1

Marketized electricity 
consumption 2

Non-marketized 
electricity generation 1

Non-marketized 
electricity 

generation 2
Marketized electricity 

generation 

Figure 4: Electric structure when non-marketized electricity generation is greater than non-marketized
electricity consumption

The layers and lines of Fig. 4 are the same as in Fig. 3.

ZG is the settlement electricity expense on the generation side:

ZG =
T∑

t=1

[(
QN,M,t,1 + QN,M,t,2

) × PB + QM,t × LMPt,s

]
(16)

where QN,M,t,1 is one part of the electricity generation of non-market-oriented units at time t, while
QN,M,t,2 is the other part; QM,t is the electricity generation of market-oriented units at time t.

Non-marketized electricity generation on the generation side is settled based on benchmarking
electricity prices, while marketized electricity generation on the generation side is settled based on the
nodal electricity prices where the units are located. Non-marketized electricity generation includes
QN,M,t,1 and QN,M,t,2 in Fig. 4.

ZU is the settlement electricity expense on the user side:

ZU =
T∑

t=1

[
QN,U ,t × PB + (

QU ,t,1 + QU ,t,2

) × LMPt,s

]
(17)
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where QN,U ,t is the total electricity consumption of non-market-oriented users at time t; QU ,t,1 is one
part of the electricity consumption of market-oriented users at time t, while QU ,t,2 is the other part.

In time t, electricity generation on the generation side is equal to the electricity consumption on
the user side:

QN,M,t,1 + QN,M,t,2 + QM,t = QN,U ,t + QU ,t,1 + QU ,t,2 (18)

For ease of understanding, there are the following decomposition relationships:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

QN,M,t = QN,M,t,1 + QN,M,t,2

QU ,t = QU ,t,1 + QU ,t,2

QN,M,t,2 = QU ,t,1

(19)

where QN,M,t is the total electricity generation of non-market-oriented units at time t; QU ,t is the total
electricity consumption of market-oriented users at time t.

c) There is a difference in the settlement electricity expense between the user side and the
generation side, and Rs represents the unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated
and deregulated power trading.

Rs =
T∑

t=1

[(
QN,U ,t − QN,M,t

) × (
PB − LMPt,s

)]
(20)

2.4 Unbalanced Funds for Low-Voltage Users
At the early stage, low-voltage users do not participate in the electricity spot market. Low-voltage

users who do not have time-of-use metering equipment can only sign mid- and-long term contracts
and participate in transactions of medium and long-term markets by using typical mid-and-long
term contractual curves. There is a deviation between actual electricity consumption and contractual
electricity: The variational electricity should be settled at the spot price theoretically, while it is settled
at the contractual price. The settlement price of variational electricity is consistent with the spot price.

ZS,U is the theoretical settlement expense for the actual electricity consumption of low-voltage
users:

ZS,U =
T∑

t=1

[(
QU ,C,t × PL,C,t

) + (
QR,U ,t − QU ,C,t

) × LMPt,s

]
(21)

ZA,U is the realistic settlement expense for the actual electricity consumption of low-voltage users:

ZA,U =
T∑

t=1

(
QR,U ,t × PL,C,t

)
(22)

QU ,d,t is the variational electricity of low-voltage users at time t:

QU ,d,t = QR,U ,t − QU ,C,t (23)
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There is a difference between the actual settlement expense and the theoretical expense, and Ru

represents the unbalanced funds for low-voltage users:

Ru =
T∑

t=1

[
QU ,d,t ×

(
PL,C,t − LMPt,s

)]
(24)

2.5 Unbalanced Funds for Electricity Purchasing Agent Users
Electricity purchasing agent users can only sign mid- and long-term contracts, and they participate

in the transaction of medium and long-term markets. Their unbalanced funds are generated for the
same reasons as low-voltage users.

ZS,D is the theoretical settlement expense for the actual electricity consumption of electricity
purchasing agent users:

ZS,D =
T∑

t=1

[(
QD,C,t × PL,C,t

) + (
QR,D,t − QD,C,t

) × LMPt,s

]
(25)

ZA,D is the realistic settlement expense for the actual electricity consumption of electricity purchas-
ing agent users:

ZA,D =
T∑

t=1

(
QR,D,t × PL,C,t

)
(26)

QD,d,t is the variational electricity of electricity purchasing agent users:

QD,d,t = QR,D,t − QD,C,t (27)

There is a difference between the actual settlement expense and the theoretical expense, and
Rdrepresents the unbalanced funds for electricity purchasing agent users:

Rd =
T∑

t=1

[
QR,D,t ×

(
PL,C,t − LMPt,s

)]
(28)

3 Mathematical Model of Market Clearing

In the simulation model, it is necessary to achieve market-based adjustments for real-time
balancing of power and grid security constraints. Under the conditions of meeting safety constraints,
optimal economic dispatch of units is conducted to achieve the optimal generation cost for the entire
system and obtain the market-clearing electricity prices for each period.

Regarding the specific elements of the market clearing model: The market clearing is based on a
direct current power flow model to construct network security constraints. The objective function of
the clearing is to maximize social welfare (in this paper, it refers to minimizing the total purchasing
cost to society). The results of the clearing include the electricity generation of each generating entity
at each time and the nodal prices. Constraints that need to be followed during the clearing process
include constraints that the flow of the system needs to be balanced, flow constraints of lines, output
constraints of units, and constraints on phase angles.

In the power network, thermal power units and wind turbines are distributed on different nodes,
and city loads are distributed on the other nodes without units, loads in each city consist of the
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electricity consumption of four types of users (commercial and industrial users, electricity purchasing
agent users, low-voltage users, residential and agricultural users, who have been shown in Fig. 1).
Thermal power units participate in electricity market (including medium and long-term market, day-
ahead market and real-time market), as the electricity generation of wind turbines is treated as marginal
condition for market clearing, which is fully consumed. In the day-ahead market, thermal units declare
their willingness about volume and price for the next day, and there is deviation of load on the user
side. In the real-time market, thermal units declare their willingness about volume and price for today,
and there is no deviation of load on the user side. The willingness declared by thermal power units is
divided into ten segments.

For electricity users, at the same node, the sum of the electricity consumption of all users is equal
to the nodal load.

Power system security constraints of the market clearing process are constructed based on the
DC power flow model. The objective function of market clearing is the lowest power purchasing cost,
consideration of cleared electricity, declared price, and start-up cost of thermal units. Unit operation
constraints, network security constraints, and market rules constraints are included in the constraints.
To facilitate the demonstration of the calculating process, both the day-ahead market and the real-
time market clearing are performed at hourly intervals, and the time interval of the simulation does
not affect the conclusion of the article. The results of clearing are hourly cleared electricity of thermal
units and locational marginal prices. The details are as follows.

Clearing objective function for minimizing social electricity purchasing cost:

min Z =
T∑

t=1

M∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

(
∂i,k × PG

i,t,k + C0
i

)
(29)

where i is the index of thermal units, M is the total number of thermal units; t is the index of clearing
moments, T is the total number of clearing moments; k is the index of cleared segments of thermal
units, K is the total number of cleared segments of thermal units; ∂i,k is the bidding price of the cleared
electricity in the k_th bidding segment of thermal unit i, PG

i,t,k is the cleared electricity in the k_th
segment of thermal unit i at time t; C0

i is the start-up cost of thermal unit i.

a) Thermal units’ output constraints:

For each thermal power unit, the sum of the cleared electricity in all segments should be less than
or equal to the maximum electricity generation, and greater than or equal to the minimum electricity
generation required to start the unit.

ui,tPi,min ≤
K∑

k=1

PG
i,k ≤ ui,tPi,max (30)

where ui,t is the binary start-up (ui,t = 1) and shut-down (ui,t = 0) variable of unit i at time t, Pi,max is the
maximum electricity generation of unit i, Pi,min is the minimum electricity generation required for the
startup of unit i; PG

i,k is the cleared electricity in the k_th bidding segment of thermal unit i at time t.

For each bidding segment, cleared electricity (in the market, after competition and scheduling
calculations, the final actual electricity generation of the unit) must be less than the declared electricity.

0 ≤ PG
i,k ≤ PG max

i,k (31)

where PGmax
i,k is the declared electricity in k_th segment of thermal unit i at time t.
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For each thermal unit, to realize the target to maximize its interest, the sum of declared electricity
in all segments should be equal to the maximum generating capacity.

K∑
k=1

PG max
i,k = Pi,max (32)

b) Constraints on the balance of electricity generation and consumption:

At each moment, the total electricity generation should be equal to the total electricity consump-
tion in the system, as the sum of all units’ generation shall be equal to the sum of the load of all cities.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

M∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

PG
i,t,k +

N∑
i=1

PW
i,t =

D∑
d=1

Qd,t

D∑
d=1

Qd,t = QR,I ,t + QR,U ,t + QR,D,t + QN,U ,t + Qv,t

(33)

where Pi,t is the electricity generation of unit i at time t, and i is the index of units, Qd,t is electricity load
of cityd at time t, D is the total number of cities, d is the index of cities, N is the total number of wind
turbines, PW

i,t is the electricity generation of wind turbine i at time t, Qv,t is the variational electricity of
users.

c) System power constraints:

The system power needs to be balanced at every moment during power flow operation, as follows:

A × PG
t − B × PD

t − S × PL = 0 (34)

where A is the bus-generator association matrix, B is the bus-load association matrix, S is the bus-
branch association matrix, PL is the power flow matrix of branches, PD

t is the power matrix of users
at time t, PG

t is the power matrix of generator units at time t.

Here is the formula for calculating PL:

PL = X−1 × ST × θ (35)

where X is the diagonal branch reactance matrix, θ is the node voltage phase angle, and PL is the
power flow matrix of branches.

The power flow on each branch cannot break the upper and lower flow limits of the branch.

Pl,min ≤ Pl,t ≤ Pl,max (36)

where Pl,max is the upper flow limit of the branch l, and Pl,min is the lower flow limit of the branch l,
while Pl,t is the power flow of the branch l at time t.

Nodal voltage phase angle constraints:

− π ≤ θn,t ≤ π (37)

where θn,t is the voltage phase angle of the node n at time t.

θn = 0, n = 1, ∀t (38)

the network node with number 1 as the reference node.
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d) Generator performance constraints:

Hot standby of thermal power units:
M∑

i=1

(
ui,tPi,max − Pi,t

) ≥ ρ

D∑
d=1

Pd,t (39)

where ρ is the factor of hot standby.

Thermal power units ramping constraints:

RU
i ≤

K∑
k=1

PG
i,t,k −

K∑
k=1

PG
i,t−1,j ≤ RD

i (40)

where RU
i is the upward ramping rate of thermal unit i, and RD

i is the downward ramping rate of thermal
unit i.

Minimum start-up and shut-down time constraints:{
TU

i,t − (
ui,t−1 − ui,t

)
TU ≥ 0

TD
i,t − (

ui,t − ui,t−1

)
TD ≥ 0

(41)

where TU
i,t is the continuous start-up time of unit i at time t, and TU is its minimum value, while TD

i,t is
the continuous shut-down time of unit i at time t, and TD is its maximum value.

4 Simulation and Analysis
4.1 Simulating Settings

The simulation example is based on market data of Hunan province at various moments: Typical
electricity consumption in cities, provincial generating power of thermal power units, provincial
generating power of wind turbines in different cases, typical electricity consumption of various types
of users, and proportion of total electricity consumption of various types of users are mainly adopted.
The simulating analysis is carried out at an interval of one hour, and unbalanced funds are calculated
for a whole day.

Two types of units are set on the generation side: Thermal and wind power. Thermal units are
market-oriented units, and wind turbines are non-market-oriented units with prioritized generation.
The provincial generating power of thermal units and wind turbines at various moments is shown
in Fig. 5. To make the picture concise, the ‘Low’ in the legend represents the curve of the provincial
generating power of wind turbines, and ‘Middle’ and ‘High’ in the legend also mean this; and the
‘Thermal’ in the legend represents the curve of provincial generating power of thermal units.

There are four categories of users on the user side: Industrial users, residential and agricultural
users, electricity purchasing agent users, and low-voltage users. The proportion of their total electricity
consumption is 34%, 39%, 23% and 4%, respectively. Industrial users participate in both medium- and
long-term market and spot market, and their total contractual electricity accounts for 90% of total
electricity consumption, while their spot electricity accounts for 10% of total electricity consumption.
Electricity purchasing agent users and low-voltage users are also market-oriented users, but they only
sign mid-and-long term contracts, and the contractual electricity accounts for 90% of their total
electricity consumption, respectively. Residential and agricultural users are non-market-oriented users,
all of their electricity consumption is settled at catalog electricity price. The realistic typical electricity
consumption of industrial users and residential and agricultural users are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: The provincial generating power of thermal units and wind turbines, and the typical electricity
consumption of two types of users at various moments

In reality, the electricity consumed by the user side includes electricity from outside the province
and electricity from other units such as hydropower and photovoltaics; however, in the simulating
calculation of this article, only the thermal power and wind power units in the province are considered
on the power generation side, so the original load data of the province cannot be directly adopted
by the user side. According to the principle that electricity generation and electricity consumption
are equal in real-time, through the power generation of thermal power and wind power in the whole
province shown in Fig. 5, the user-side electricity required for simulation can be obtained.

To make the simulation process more complete, it is necessary to carry out the fitting of electricity
and the calculation of electricity expenses based on each city. Under the simulation conditions, the
fitting methods of electricity consumption in each city are shown as follows.

Calculation method of the province’s electricity generation at each moment:

QTotal,t = (
Pthermal,t + Pwind,t

) × It (42)

where Pthermal,t is the power output of the province’s thermal units at time t, Pwind,t is the power output
of pthe rovince’s wind turbines at time t, QTotal,t is the province’s electricity generation at time t, It is the
interval length.

Under the simulation conditions, the calculation method of the city’s electricity consumption at
each moment:

LS,d,t =
(

Ld,t

/ D∑
d=1

Ld,t

)
× QTotal,t (43)

where LS,d,t is the electricity consumption in city d at time t under simulation conditions; Ld,t is the
electricity consumption in city d at time tin the realistic typical data. Electricity consumption of each
city at all moments under the simulation settings can be obtained by using the same method. Realistic
typical data of city’s electricity consumption is shown in Fig. 6.

Four types of users are included on the user side, so the electricity consumption of the city is
composed of the electricity consumption of the four types of users. It is necessary to fit the electricity
consumption of various users in a city under the simulation conditions. In the case of a kind of wind
power output, the electricity consumption of industrial users in city d under the simulation conditions
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is calculated.

LTotal,I ,d =
(

T∑
t=1

LS,d,t

)
× RI (44)

where LTotal,I ,d is the electricity consumption of industrial users throughout the day in city d under the
simulation conditions,

∑T

t=1 LS,d,t is the electricity consumption throughout the day in city d under the
simulation conditions, RI is the proportion of electricity consumption by industrial users.

Figure 6: Realistic typical data of city’s electricity consumption

The realistic typical electricity consumption of industrial users is shown in Fig. 5, and combined
with the realistic data, the electricity consumption of industrial users under the simulation conditions
in city d at time t can be obtained:

LS,I ,d,t =
(

LI ,t

/ T∑
t=1

LI ,t

)
× LTotal,I ,d (45)

where LS,I ,d,t is the electricity consumption of industrial users in city d at time t under the simulation
conditions, LI ,t is the electricity consumption of industrial users at time t in the realistic data. The
electricity under simulation conditions obtained by the above method is closer to reality, making the
results more accurate.

Under the simulation conditions, the electricity consumption of residential and agricultural users
in city d at time t can be obtained by using the same method:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

LTotal,N,d =
(

T∑
t=1

LS,d,t

)
× RN

LS,N,d,t =
(

LN,t

/ T∑
t=1

LN,t

)
× LTotal,N,d

(46)

where LTotal,N,d is the electricity consumption of residential and agricultural users throughout the day in
city d under the simulation conditions, RN is the proportion of electricity consumption by residential
and agricultural users, LS,N,d,t is the electricity consumption of residential and agricultural users in
city d at time t under the simulation conditions, LN,t is the electricity consumption of residential and
agricultural users at time t in the realistic data.
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The total electricity consumption in city d at time t under the simulation conditions has been
decomposed above, and it is composed of the electricity consumption of four types of users.

Under the simulation conditions, the sum of electricity consumption of electricity purchasing
agent users and low-voltage users in city d at time t can be obtained:

LS,D+U ,d,t = LS,d,t − LS,I ,d,t − LS,N,d,t (47)

Then according to the proportion of electricity consumption of the two, the respective electricity
consumption in city d at time t can be decomposed:{

LS,D,d,t = (RD/(RD + RU)) × LS,D+U ,d,t

LS,U ,d,t = (RU/(RD + RU)) × LS,D+U ,d,t

(48)

where LS,D,d,t is the electricity consumption of electricity purchasing agent users in city d at time t
under the simulation conditions, LS,U ,d,t is the electricity consumption of low-voltage users in city d at
time t under the simulation conditions, RD is the proportion of electricity consumption by electricity
purchasing agent users, RU is the proportion of electricity consumption by low-voltage users.

Under the simulation conditions, the electricity of various users at other times and in other cities
is obtained according to the above method, as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b.

In the case of the other two proportions of wind power, the same calculation is carried out; and
under the simulation conditions, the electricity consumption of the four types of users in each city
can be obtained, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 below. Due to the space limitations, only two types of user
power are selected for display in each case.

Industrial users, electricity purchasing agent users, and low-voltage users are market-oriented
users, so mid- and long-term contracts need to be signed with them. It is necessary to divide peaks,
flats, and valleys, with peak segments being 11:00–14:00 and 18:00–23:00; flat segments being 07:00–
11:00 and 14:00–18:00; and valley segments being 23:00–07:00.

Under the simulation conditions, the mid-and-long term contractual electricity of industrial users
in city d at time t (t is in the peak segment) can be obtained:

QC,I ,d,t =
((

T1∑
t=1

LS,I ,d,t

)
× 0.9

)
/T1 (49)

where QC,I ,d,t is the contractual electricity of industrial users in city d at time t under the simulation
conditions, T1 is the total number of moments in the peak segment.

It should be noted that at all moments in the peak period, the contractual electricity is the same
value. Under the simulation conditions, the contractual electricity consumption of other periods, other
cities, and other market-oriented users are obtained using the above formula.

During the case of the low percentage of wind power, curves of various types of users’ contractual
electricity under the simulation conditions are shown in Figs. 10a–10c.
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Figure 7: Simulating scenario of low percentage of wind power, and electricity consumption at all times
in all cities; (a) Industrial users; (b) Electricity purchasing agent users
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Figure 8: Simulating scenario of middle percentage of wind power, and electricity consumption at all
times in all cities; (a) Residential and agricultural users; (b) Electricity purchasing agent users
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Figure 9: Simulating scenario of high percentage of wind power, and electricity consumption at all
times in all cities; (a) Low-voltage users; (b) Electricity purchasing agent users
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Figure 10: Simulating scenario of low percentage of wind power, contractual electricity of various types
of users at all times in all cities; (a) Industrial users in different cities; (b) Low-voltage users in different
cities; (c) Contractual electricity in the whole province
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Thermal power units are market-oriented units, and mid- and long-term contracts need to be
signed with them. In the simulation, the value of mid- and long-term contractual electricity needs to
be calculated.

Under the simulation conditions, the value of contractual electricity on user side at time t can be
obtained:

QC,user,t =
D∑

d=1

(
QC,I ,d,t + QC,A,d,t + QC,U ,d,t

)
(50)

where QC,user,t is the contractual electricity on the user side of the province at time t under the simulation
conditions, QC,A,d,t is the contractual electricity of electricity purchasing agent users in city d at time t
under the simulation conditions, QC,U ,d,t is the contractual electricity of low-voltage users in city d at
time t under the simulation conditions.

According to the ratio of the installed capacity of the thermal power unit, the contractual
electricity of thermal power unit i at time t can be allocated according to this ratio:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

QC,generation,t = QC,user,t

QC,i,t =
(

Ci

/ M∑
i=1

Ci

)
× QC,generation,t

(51)

where QC,generation,t is the contractual electricity on the generation side of the province at time t under the
simulation conditions, Ci is the installed capacity of thermal unit i, QC,i,t is the contractual electricity
of thermal unit i at time t under the simulation conditions.

The IEEE 39-bus system is used for simulation, and four thermal units and four wind turbine
clusters are set up on the generation side. The basic characteristics of the computations are listed
in Table 1. The ratio of the realistic installed capacity of a province to the installed capacity in the
simulation setting is 10, and the original realistic data needs to be divided by this ratio as the boundary
condition of the simulation.

Table 1: Basic data of the simulation system
Unit
number

Generator type Accessed bus
number

Output
upper limit
(MW)

Output lower
limit (MW)

Ramping
rate (MWh)

Start-up
cost (WRMB)

Price of the
first segment
(RMB/MWh)

Price of last
segment
(low/middle,
high)
(RMB/MWh)

G1 Wind power 31 300 0 300 0 0 0
G2 Wind power 32 400 0 480 0 0 0
G3 Wind power 34 250 0 250 0 0 0
G4 Wind power 39 540 0 540 0 0 0
G5 Thermal power 30 600 210 135 110 491 530/580
G6 Thermal power 35 300 105 67.5 80 523.2 530/580
G7 Thermal power 36 300 105 75 80 515.2 530/580
G8 Thermal power 38 600 210 150 110 466.9 530/580

4.2 Results of Simulation and Calculation of Unbalanced Funds
This paper adopts Matlab 2018A software to construct a direct current power flow clearing model

aimed at maximizing social welfare. The model is a mixed integer linear programming model. Various
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constraints are constructed using the Yalmip toolbox in Matlab, and Gurobi is utilized for solving.
The simulation is conducted on a personal computer with a 2.6 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM.

Due to the limited space, the case of high proportional wind power is selected to present
the clearing results, and results of day-ahead clearing and real-time clearing (including electricity
generation of each unit, nodal prices on the generation side, and user side) are shown in Figs. 11–
14. Unbalanced funds are calculated according to clearing results and formulations. Clearing of the
day-ahead market is the full electricity clearing considering deviation of load forecast while clearing
of the real-time market is the further clearing without deviation.

Figure 11: Simulating scenario of the low percentage of wind power,day-ahead nodal prices, and user-
side load

Figure 12: Simulating scenario of low percentage of wind power, day-ahead clearing electricity, and
electricity consumption of non-market-oriented users
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Figure 13: Simulating scenario of the low percentage of wind power, real-time nodal prices, and user-
side load

Figure 14: Simulating scenario of low percentage of wind power, real-time clearing electricity, and
electricity consumption of non-market-oriented users

In the case study of this paper, only in the scenario with a high proportion of wind power, the load
on the user side is high., the amount of electricity generated by power generation units may exceed the
transmission capacity of the lines, leading to different electricity prices at various nodes. so only in this
case, there is line congestion, which causes the differences in nodal prices.

Considering the safety constraints of generation units, thermal units G5 and G6 are not switched
on, and electricity generation of thermal units G7 and G8 and wind turbines is shown in the figures
above.

By combining generation in markets, and day-ahead and real-time nodal prices in Figs. 11 and
14, calculating processes are performed. The calculating processes at 0:00 moment are shown in
Tables 2–4, as processes with three moments are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 2: Calculating process of congestion-unbalanced funds at moment 0:00

Unit QG,C,i,t
(MWh)

QD,C,i,t
(MWh)

QU ,C,i,t
(MWh)

LMPi,t,s −
LMPt,s
(RMB/MWh)

QM,i,t
(MWh)

LMPi,t,s −
LMPt,s
(MWh)

Rz,x
(RMB)

Rz,s
(RMB)

Rz
(RMB)

G5 246.8 128.4 22.3 36.1 218.2 35.3 3470.8 2385.4 5856.2
G6 493.6 256.8 44.7 −12.2 327 −12.4 −2342.2 −315.9 −2658

Table 3: Calculating process of unbalanced funds between generation and consumption at moment
0:00

QI ,A,t
(MWh)

QM,i,t of G5
(MWh)

QM,i,t of G6
(MWh)

QU ,C,t
(MWh)

QD,C,t
(MWh)

LMPt − LMPt,s
(RMB/MWh)

Rf (RMB)

341.2 218.2 327.0 67.0 385.2 6.4 1588.0

Table 4: Calculating process of unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregu-
lated power trading at moment 0:00

QN,U ,t

(MWh)
QN,M,t of G1
(MWh)

QN,M,t of G2
(MWh)

QN,M,t of G3
(MWh)

QN,M,t of G4
(MWh)

PB − LMPt,s

(MWh)
Rs (RMB)

306.0 120.2 192.3 100.2 216.4 −122.9 39695.7

Table 5: Calculating process of unbalanced funds for low-voltage users

Time QR,U ,t

(MWh)
QU ,C,t

(MWh)
QU ,d,t

(MWh)
PL,C,t

(RMB/MWh)
PL,C,t − LMPt,s

(MWh)
Ru (RMB)

0:00 72 67 5 204 −304.7 −1534.2
8:00 39.6 29.2 10.4 510 −7.2 −74.8
21:00 31.7 26.6 5.1 816 301.8 1520.4

Table 6: Calculating process of unbalanced funds for electricity purchasing agent users

Time QR,D,t

(MWh)
QD,C,t

(MWh)
QD,d,t

(MWh)
PL,C,t

(RMB/MWh)
PL,C,t − LMPt,s

(RMB/MWh)
Rd (RMB)

0:00 414.1 385.2 28.9 204 −304.7 −8821.5
8:00 227.5 167.7 59.8 510 −7.2 −430.3
21:00 182.2 153.2 29 816 301.8 8741.2

In the calculation of congestion-unbalanced funds: QG,C,i,t (contractual electricity of thermal unit i
at time t) can be obtained in Eq. (51), and QM,i,t is the generation electricity of thermal unit i at time t in
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the day-ahead market, which is shown in Fig. 9, and QU ,C,i,t, QU ,C,i,t (contractual electricity of thermal
unit i at time t with low-voltage users, electricity purchasing agent users) can be obtained according to
Eqs. (48) and (49).

In the calculation of unbalanced funds between generation and consumption: LS,I ,d,t (the electricity
consumption of industrial users in city d at time t) can be obtained in Eq. (45), and

∑D

d=1 LS,I ,d,t is the
electricity consumption of industrial users at time t, and QI ,A,t (the declared electricity consumption by
industrial users at time t) is set as 1.1 times of

∑D

d=1 LS,I ,d,t, and QU ,C,t, QD,C,t (contractual electricity of
low-voltage users, electricity purchasing agent users at time t) can be obtained according to Eqs. (47)
and (48).

In the calculation of unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated
power trading: Non-market-oriented users’ electricity consumption is residential and agricultural
users’ electricity consumption, and electricity generation of non-market-oriented units (wind turbines)
is shown in Fig. 14; the benchmarking price is taken as 385.8 RMB/MWh, and real-time unified nodal
prices are shown in Fig. 13.

In the calculation of unbalanced funds for low-voltage users: The variational electricity is equal to
the difference between real-time electricity consumption and contractual electricity, and contractual
prices are taken as 204 RMB/MWh for the 23:00–07:00 valley sections; 510 RMB/MWh for the
07:00–11:00 and 14:00–18:00 flat sections; 816 RMB/MWh for the 11:00–14:00 and 18:00–23:00 peak
sections; and real-time unified nodal prices are shown in Fig. 13.

In the calculation of unbalanced funds for electricity purchasing agent users: The variational
electricity is defined the same as that of low-voltage users; contractual prices and real-time unified
nodal prices are the same as that in the previous text.

Finally, various types of unbalanced funds throughout the day for different percentages of wind
power are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Comparison of various types of unbalanced funds for cases of different percentages of wind
power

Percentage Rz (WRMB) Rf (WRMB) Rs (WRMB) Ru (WRMB) Rd (WRMB)

Low 0 −0.4050 −39.4281 −0.3649 −2.0986
Middle 0 0.1745 −17.1793 −0.7721 −4.4398
High 3.9770 0.6587 30.7162 −1.2401 −7.1310

4.3 Findings and Discussion
In the case of low proportional wind power, the overall load on the user side is the smallest, and

thermal units’ cleared segments are at least, which results in the lowest nodal prices. In cases of middle
and high proportional wind power, as the overall load on the user side increases, outputs and the
cleared segments of thermal units are increased accordingly, which leads to a greater increase in nodal
prices. In the case of high-proportional wind power, the electricity generation of wind turbines has
increased greatly, and the electricity consumption of non-market-oriented users is exceeded by the
electricity generation of non-market-oriented units in that case. The electricity generation of wind
turbines is the boundary condition for market clearing. Under the condition of satisfying the system
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power flow, the number of cleared segments of G8 as a marginal unit is less than that in the period of
middle proportion, and the value of nodal price, in this case, is in the middle.

In the case of low proportional wind power, among all the types of unbalanced funds, the
most important is unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power
trading. Under the trading mode, the mismatch between non-marketized electricity generation and
non-marketized electricity consumption is the main cause of unbalanced funds, while the mismatch is
large, respectively; and there is a significant difference between benchmarking price and nodal prices,
while the value of benchmarking price is taken as �385.8/MWh, which is lower than nodal prices
in all periods. For unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power
trading, positive and negative signs are the same at all periods, so there is no positive or negative
offset in the accumulated total value of the whole day. In the case of low proportional wind power,
unbalanced funds caused by the trading mechanism are negative, while non-market-oriented units’
generation is smaller than non-market-oriented users’ electricity consumption; and the size of them
is the max among three cases, while non-market-oriented generation is too small, which results to
deviation between non-market-oriented generation and consumption be the largest.

There is a deviation between real-time electricity consumption and contractual electricity, which
results in unbalanced funds for low-voltage users and electricity-purchasing agent users. These two
types of users account for a small proportion of all users, and the deviation between contractual
electricity and real-time electricity consumption is also small, so the value of these two types of
unbalanced funds is relatively small. In addition, the shapes of realistic decomposed electricity curves
adopted by the two users are the same; so, in the same case, the numerical ratio of unbalanced funds
of the two types of users is equal to the ratio of electricity consumption of them. Total contractual
electricity is 90% of total real-time electricity consumption, so the variational electricity is positive at
most times; however, contractual prices are lower than real-time unified nodal prices at most times,
which results in negative deviation of prices, and overall negative values of the two types of unbalanced
funds. Considering the total load of users, values of the two types of unbalanced funds in the case of
low proportional wind power are the smallest in the three cases.

Electricity is settled according to the amount of day-ahead clearing on the generation side, while
industrial users’ electricity is settled according to the amount declared by themselves in the day-ahead
market on the user side, this is the reason for unbalanced funds between generation and consumption.
Electricity generation of non-market-oriented units is the least in the case of the low proportion of
wind power among three cases, and non-marketized electricity generation is less than non-marketized
electricity consumption in the day-ahead market, which leads to the sum of industrial users’ day-
ahead declared electricity consumption and contractual electricity of electricity purchasing agent users
and low-voltage users (roughly equal to market-oriented users’ day-ahead electricity consumption)
being less than market-oriented units’ day-ahead electricity generation. Due to the positive variational
electricity in the day-ahead market, overall day-ahead nodal prices are higher than overall real-time
nodal prices, which leads to unbalanced funds between electricity generation and consumption are
negative in the case. In this case, the difference between non-marketized electricity generation and
consumption is in the middle of the three cases, which results in the centered size of funds in the three
cases too.

In the case of middle proportional wind power, among the five types of unbalanced funds, the one
with the largest value is the unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated
power trading, for the same reason as above. The amount of non-marketized electricity generation is
smaller than that of non-marketized electricity consumption, and non-marketized generation increases
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compared with low proportional wind power, and the difference between non-marketized generation
and residential and agricultural users’ electricity consumption has narrowed considerably, which leads
to the negative value of the unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated
power trading, and the value of it is the smallest in the three cases. Overall load on the user side is in the
middle in the three cases, so the values of unbalanced funds for electricity purchasing agent users and
for low-voltage users are also centered in the three cases, with the same proportional relationship as
described above. In the case, of the increasing electricity generation of wind turbines, non-marketized
electricity generation is larger than non-marketized electricity consumption in the day-ahead market;
and combined with the electricity fluctuation caused by the user-side predicted deviation, the value
of unbalanced funds between generation and consumption is positive. Non-marketized electricity
generation gets increased, and the difference between non-marketized generation and consumption
gets reduced accordingly, which leads to the value of unbalanced funds between generation and
consumption in the case is the smallest of three cases.

In the case of high proportional wind power, among the five types of unbalanced funds, the
largest value is the unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power
trading, for the same reason as above. In this case, electricity generation from wind turbines has
increased greatly, and non-marketized electricity generation is larger than non-marketized electricity
consumption, and the absolute value of deviation between non-marketized generation and consump-
tion is in the middle; so, the value of unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and
deregulated power trading is in the middle in three cases, and value of it is positive. Overall load on
the user side is the highest in three cases, so the values of unbalanced funds for electricity purchasing
agent users and for low-voltage users are also the highest in three cases, with the same proportional
relationship as described above. Marketized electricity generation is smaller than marketized electricity
consumption in the day-ahead market in this case. In formula calculation, industrial users’ day-ahead
declared electricity is larger than the second part of the formula; and combined with that day-ahead
nodal prices are generally higher than real-time nodal prices in simulation, unbalanced funds between
generation and consumption are positive in the case. Due to the size of the deviation between non-
marketized generation and consumption, the absolute value of unbalanced funds between generation
and consumption becomes the largest in the three cases.

There are differences among nodal prices due to the limitation of power flow, which leads to
unbalanced funds between the generating and consuming parties, called congestion-unbalanced funds.
In the article, only in the case of high proportional wind power, upper limitations of flow on branches
associated with wind turbines are set; so only in the case of high proportional wind power, there are
congestion-unbalanced funds. Nodal prices of nodes where units are located are different from the
unified nodal price. Due to obstruction, most times, the nodal price where the market-oriented unit
is located is larger than the unified nodal price, and contractual electricity and day-ahead cleared
electricity of market-oriented units are both larger than the sum of contractual electricity of electricity
purchasing agent users and low-voltage users. Therefore, the value of congestion-unbalanced funds is
positive.

To address the issue of unbalanced funds, various trial provinces have attempted to adjust the
actual settlement of prioritized electricity generation based on the curve of electricity consumption of
non-market-oriented users during the settlement process, aiming to avoid the generation of unbalanced
funds. However, this method places the risk of load forecasting on market-oriented units and cannot
be implemented in the long term. The National Development and Reform Commission has explicitly
stated that each type of unbalanced funds must be independently recorded and categorized for clear
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guidance. In this context, accurately calculating the scale of various unbalanced funds and specifying
the entities responsible for their allocation is crucial for resolving the issue of unbalanced funds.

Based on the settlement methods of various types of users participating in the electricity spot
market, the process of generating unbalanced funds at each settlement moment from the perspectives
of electricity quantity and prices is conducted, and final calculating formulas are proposed, with clearly
defined elements required for the formulas. Both the actual market clearing data of users can be directly
incorporated into the calculation, offering a new approach to determining the scale of unbalanced
funds and identifying the entities responsible for their allocation. The calculating method proposed in
this paper helps determine the scale of various unbalanced funds and identify the entities responsible
for their allocation based on the actual market clearing data available. This allows for adjustments
to reduce the scale of unbalanced funds in the next settlement period, ensuring the safe and stable
operation of the market and the interests of all market participants. The study contributes to addressing
the issue of unbalanced funds to some extent.

However, the calculating method proposed in this paper has some limitations. The DC power flow
clearing model used in this study requires boundary conditions to be determined, and the bidding
strategy of power generation entities directly adopts empirical values from the real market. It does not
utilize a two-tier model to simulate the bidding behavior of market participants, the generators are
unable to adjust their bidding strategies autonomously.

5 Conclusion

With the increasing scale of generation of renewable energy sources and gradual advancement of
time-of-use electricity prices, large scales of unbalanced funds are caused due to the mismatch between
non-marketized generation and consumption. To understand and solve the problem of unbalanced
funds in China’s electricity market, simulation analyses are conducted to dissect the generation
of unbalanced funds and the factors related to their size. The main findings and suggestions are
summarized as follows:

• Independently specifying the definition of unbalanced funds, studying the calculating method,
exploring the influence on both generators and users and stipulating the rights and obligations
of the main subjects of the market are important.

• The participation of renewable energy electricity in the market can further reduce the prioritized
generation, and the scale of unbalanced funds will be reduced in turn, and the reasonable and
orderly development of the market will be promoted.

• Among all types of unbalanced funds, the proportion of unbalanced funds caused by the
coexistence of regulated and deregulated power trading is the largest and far exceeds others,
mainly because there is a significant mismatch between the curves of prioritized electricity
generation and prioritized electricity consumption at different periods, resulting in a large
cumulative value throughout the day.

• The scale of unbalanced funds directly caused by electricity purchasing agent users is positively
correlated with the number of such users, similar to low-voltage users. Both types of users
have relatively small numbers, resulting in correspondingly small scales of unbalanced funds.
Additionally, the proportion of unbalanced funds from these two types of users is equal to the
ratio of the numbers of the two types of users.

• When the load on the user side is high, the amount of electricity generated by power generation
units may exceed the transmission capacity of the lines, leading to line congestion and the
generation of congestion-unbalanced funds, and the scale of such funds is second only to
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the unbalanced funds caused by the coexistence of regulated and deregulated power trading.
However, when the load on the user side is low and the flow does not exceed the lines’ limit, this
type of unbalanced funds will not be generated.

• The unbalanced funds between generation and consumption are associated with the forecasted
declared electricity volume of industrial and commercial users in the day-ahead market. The
accuracy of the forecasts used in the article is relatively high, resulting in a very small scale
of such unbalanced funds. The scale of these unbalanced funds fluctuates significantly, posing
high demands on load forecasting for industrial and commercial users.

Currently, residential and agricultural users and large numbers of renewable energy units still do
not participate in the provincial electricity markets of China. To reduce the risk of unbalanced funds,
it is important to improve the safeguarding mechanism of renewable energy, as the mechanism should
be shifted from a traditional planning model to the model of “market competition and extra-market
subsidies”; at the same time, sustainable development and orderly competition of renewable energy
industry will be promoted through the measures.
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